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EDITORIAL AND GENERAL.
THE practical communication from "An Engineer" contains an esti

mate thtii the use of the smoke burners introduced by Mr. Young are
saving the plantation on which he works, the sum of $300 per month for
fuel and $300 per month wages. Green trash is now used direct from
the rolls, no other fuel being used.

---0---
ANNuAL MEETING OF THE P. L. AN]) S, oo.

The Trustees of the P. L. & So., at their last meeting' appointed Satur
day, Oct: 10, at 10 A. M. as the time for holding the next annual meeting
of the company. This will give planters three full working days in Ho
nolulu, and enable those who wish to return home on 'l'uesday to do so.
Members of Committees will please take notice and prepare their reports.

---,0---

DR. GEORGE ~lJ1ARTIN, OBEjJ£IST.

"The undersigned wishes to inform the planters and the public in
general, that he intends to establish a Chemical Laboratory in Honolulu,
for the purpose of analyzing soils, sugars, fuels, mineral and vegetable
substances of any kind, and that he is willing' to analyze the soil gratis
for such plantations as will pay him a royalty on his patent for transform
ing molasses into a solid fertilizer by means of lime, and wiII, besides,
give all instruction as to which kind of fertilize!' has to be supplemented.

"The undersigned will visit the plantations personally and take the
samples from the field. DR. GEO. MARTIN."

One of the great needs of Hawaiian Planters is the services of a com
petent chemist. Such we understand Dr. Martin to be, and we take
pleasure in giving publicity to the fact that he is now ready to do such
work in his line as planters may require. . .

---0---

RULE FOR OALOULATI1vG THE HORSE POWER O.Ji E1vGINES.

A horse-power is an amount of force capable of raising 33,000 pounds
one foot high in one minute of time, or in other words, any force acting
through such a number of feet per minute that when the pounds and feet
are multiplied together the product will be 33,000 foot-pounds, and a foot
pound is one pound lifted one foot high per minute or its equivalent. To
calculate the horse-power of an engine, multiply the area of the end of the
piston in square inches by the number of pounds of steam pressure per
square inch in the cylinder, and this by the number of feet the piston
travels per minute, and divide the' whole product by 33,000, the result
will be the horse-power.

To find the area of piston-head in square inches, multiply the diameter
of the cylinder in inches by itself, and this product by the decimal frae
ion, .7854. Second, to ascertain the number of feet the piston travels
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per minute; multiply the number of feet, or fractions of a foot the piston
travels in a double stroke, or revolution, by the number of revolutions the
engine makes in a minute. Then, to determine, correctly, the average
pressure which the steam exerts in the cylwder and against the piston
during each stroke, it is necessary to use a Steam Engine Indicator, but
when this is not done, it will be neal' enough in well constructed engines
to assume the average cylinder pressure at one-half the boiler pressure~
'I'hese three results as thus obtained should then be multiplied together
and their product divided by 33,000, and the quotient thus obtained will
be the required horse-power, thus-

(Area of piston in sq. in.) x (feet of piston travel per minute) x (one-half
of boiler pressure) +33,000 =honie-power.

---0---
DISTRIBUTION OF JAPANESE LlJ£1I'IIGRANTS.

Ex Yamashiro Maru, Released from Qual'antine JUly 18th, 1885.

By the kindness of Mr. W. O. Atwater, Secretary of the Board of Im
migration, we are enabled to give the following statement as to distribu
tion of the last lot of Japanese laborers:

Hawaiian Commercial and Sugar Company .
Reciprocity Sugar Company .
Hllo Sugar Company ..
Samuel Parker : ..
Ookala Sugar Company .
Hakalau Plantation .
Hutchinson Plantation Company ..
Hilea Sugar Company .
Makee Sugar Company .
J. 1\1. Horner and Sons ..
""V. H. Purvis & Co ..
Paty and Parker .
Joe Marsden ..
Honokaa Sugar Company ..
Princeville Plantation ..
Soper, Wright & Co .
Kukaiau Plantation .
W. Y. Horner ..
A. S. Wilcox .
Kekaha Plantation .
Koloa Sugar Co .
Union Mill Co .
Hamakua Plantation .
\Vaiakea ]\fiU Co :..
C. F. I-1art ..
Kohaln Sugar Co ..
Hnlstead & Sons .
I-litchcol'k & Co ..
Grove Rauch Plantation ..

Men. Women.
273 1

40 1
47 7
20 3
25 1
40 0
39 2
10 0
40 0
40 2
30 1
20 0
15 0
15 0
19 0
15 1
25 1
30 1
24 0

6 0
17 2

6 0
36 1
31 1
12 0
15 3
10 0
15 2

7 4

922 34
wx, O. ATWATER,

Secretary Board of Immigration.
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STATE AND PROSPECTS OF THE SUGAR MARKET.

Since our last, the Manila basis has declined from 5.60, where it had
stood since May 25th, to 5.48 on July 17th, and again to 5.37 on July 23rd
for 910 test.

The English market has been unsteady, and prices fluctuating. Beets
88 percent. test sold in London-July 6th, 16s; 7th, 15s 6d; 10th, 15s
se , 21st, 14s3d; 23rd, 15s; 27th, 15s 6d; 29th, 15s 1~d; 30th, 15s.

The New York market has been firmer. On July 14th, Cuba cen
trifugals 96 per cent. test stood at 6~c. A dead lock between purchasers
and sellers continued for ten .!ays, when the market re-opened on a basis
of 5-kC-:-U drop of tc: and July 30th the market stood 5 15-16c. 'I'he con
tinued shortage of the beet crop, and a decrease in receipts and stocks on
hand have created a hopeful feeling, although at latest adviees the market
was dull.

The Louisiana Sugar Report for 1884-5, just issued, shows 906 sugar
houses in operation-a decrease of 92 from the previous year. The pro
duction has been 94,375 tons of 2,240 Ibs, against 128,443 tons last year.

A matter of great local interest is the return from San Francisco on the
8th instant of Messrs. Glade, Jones, and Atherton, without having effected
any agreement with Mr. Spreckels concerning the dlsposltlon of the next
sugar crop. On behalf of the planters and agents interested, the crop was
offered to 1\£1'. Spreckels upon the same basis upon which tho last crop was
sold, viz.: Upon the Manila basis, 91 per cent. test, with the addition or
deduction of ~ cent for each degree over or above 91 per cent.

Mr. Spreckelsdeclined to accept, giving as his principal reason that the
crop of the islands was too large, anel that he had sugar enough without
it. 'I'he outcome of tho difference in opinion between 1\11'. Spreckels and
the planters is of great importance to planters, anel will be awaited with
much interest.

'I'he severe storm which recently passed over the islands did much
injury to landings and bridges-especially on Hawaii and Kaual ; but on
most, if not all, of the plantations the rain has more than compensated for
the injury clone, and crops are looking finely.

---0---
THE HAWAIIAN RAJ1IIE OOJJIPANY.

The above named company has been hampered heretofore by the ina
bility to obtain roots for propagation. Small lots have been obtained here
and there, and lately quite a quantity has been purchased, growing in
Kona, Hawaii. A nursery has been started at Moanalua, where there is
now about an acre of ramie growing. From this and the Kana lot the
company are now prepared to supply roots to the public, delivered in bags
on the wharf in Honolulu, at the following rates: For 12,000 roots and
upwards, $4.25 a thousand; for small lots, from $7.50 to $10 per thousand,
according to quantity; 12,000 roots are sufficient to plant one acre. Appli-
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cations for zoots will be filled in the order in which they are received.
Quite a large number of applications have already been received, but as
the plant grows and spreads very rapidly after being once started, the
company expect to be able to supply the demand with but little delay.

The Coleman machine, which is now owned by the company, has been
set up by Mr. Daigle, Bethel street, and a number of trials have been had
with ramie stalks brought from Kana. Samples of the fibre" produced
have been sent to Eastern manufacturers of rnmie goods, and the company
has received an offer of five cents a pound for all the fibre they can make
of the quality of the sample, with the proposition to enter into a five year
contract.

Mr. Lycan, the manager of the company, has made several improve
ments and changes in the Coleman machine, by means of which the cost
of the plant will be much reduced. The improvements made are now
being patented, and their nature will be announced as soon as that is done.
A new machine is now being built, and in order to stimulate the industry,
the company will contract to put up a' plant in any district in the islands
in which ten acres of growing ramie and upwards is guaranteed. A cen
tral factory will also be established in Honolulu, to which small lots can
.be sent. The exact terms upon which the company will separate the fibre
for planters cannot now be determined, but they will be sufficiently liberal
to induce land holders to go into the business. Thc company has applied
to the Government for the bonus of 810,000 voted by the Legislature to
be paid to owners of a machine which will turn out a marketable ramie
fibre. The Minister of the Interior has appointed Mr. Jona, Austin to
inspect the machine and the product, and to report upon the propriety of
granting the application. lUI'. Austin has been present at several trials
with the machine and has expressed himself as much pleased with its work
ing and with the product. There is no doubt that he will make a, favor
able report.

There is little doubt that under the present energetic management of
the Ramie Company, ramie will soon figure on our list ofexperts, and
will eventually rival sugar in value.

---0---
uSEIt UL 1 ABLE.

The following table will show the grade per mile as tl1U~ indicated:
An Inclination of 1 foot in 10 is ()28 feet per mile.

" r , 1"" 15" 352" "
" " 1 " " 20" 26,1" "
" " 1 " " 25" 211" "
" " 1"" 30" 1iG" "
" " 1 " " 35" 151" "
" " 1"" '10" 132" "
" " 1 " " 50" 106" "
" " 1"" 100 " 53" "
" " 1 " " 125" '12" "
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THE BOARD OF l2J£JYl1GRATION OIROULAR,.

The Board of Immigration Circular of August 10th is of the gravest
importance. That portion of it which relates to ill treatment of laborers
is superfluous, as the law already provides the fullest security for laborers
against any. physicial ill treatment on the part of the employer or his
overseer, ..any sueh act being a breach of and cancelling the contract.

In so far as the circular relates to setting aside the jurisdiction of the
national courts over disputes between employers and laborers, and substi
tute in their place a commission appointed by the Board of Immigration,
it certainly is most extraordinary action to take without SUbmitting the
question to the Legislature, and without prior consultation with the
plantel's" those most interested in the question. There are many points
which the circular does not cast light upon. For example, what will
be the effect if employers who have employed immigrants under eon
tract with the Government, insist upon haviiig the contracts carried out
and claim the right to enforce their rights in court according to law, and
refuse to recognize the exparte regulations of the Board? If it is con
sidered a question of policy to accept the position, and refer disputes to a
commissioner instead of to the courts, what authority has the commission,
a body not known to the law, to enforce it:; decisions? Other minor
points suggest themselves. The action on the of the Board seems to have
been taken hastily, and is unaccompanied by explanation.

We hope that planters will consider the matter carefully and will not
be too quick in deciding what action to take ill the matter. Until further
information is received we delay further remarks upon the subject until
another issue.

OFFICE OF TIlE BOARD OF IMMIGRATION. t
HONOLULU, August iou, 1885. f

His Majesty's Government are anxious to secure the successful settlement in this country
of Portuuuese, Japanese and other agriculturallaborel's, and the Legislature by its liberal
appropriations, and in the discussion which occurred in regard to immigrants of various
nationalities that come to settle here has manifested a Similar feeling. Expressions of
public opinion both from t.hose specially interested in the question of plantatiun labor and
from other clusses of the cummunity have forcibly endorsed this desire as the expres
sion of a sound untionul policy. The arrangement.s for securing this settlement have
been perfected, but in order to obtain satisfactory results it will be necessary that the
needs and requirements and the peculiarities of tue several races of men who come to
his country in the hope of thereby botterinu their condition, should be studied by those
with whom they are brought into contact as employers.

Pcculinrrties of race require consideration. Fur instance, it must be evident to all who
have had oecasiun to employ the Japanese that they are eminently a teachable race and

-Umt-nt-tke-£1IWQ time it is onl,l,--l1¥-'" anu 'ust treatment tuat tbey can be success
fully dealt with, Such treatment is indeed essential to success 1lI t 18 munageuien a Im
migrant foreign laborers generally. In view of this fact it is well that the bases of the
agreements which exist between His Majesty'>! Government and tile several Guvern
merits interested in this SUbject, should be clearly understood by all employers of labor
ers who are serviug under original contraots with the Board of Imuneration. .

'I'he undorstauding with the Japanese Govcrnmeut is that while the immigrants remain
under their oriaiuul contracts they are to be under the immediate gnnrdianstnp of the
Government aud that the planters to whom their contracts are ussigued are the agents of
the Government, tho latter being responsible on the original contracrs at all points. '1'his
provision, which IS but a definite and legal definition of the contents of tho contracts
themselves, will apply equally to Portuguese and all other laborers who are performing
their original terms of service under contracts to which the Board is l\ party.

From tbi>! uuderstundinu it follows thut on tho Government rests tb e duty of enquiring
into, and ondsnvoring to settle in an amicable manner, all complaints and differences that
may arise between the actual employer and tile laborer. '1'0 ensure the fulfillment. of tbis
duty, tue Goverument has decided to establish under the Board of Imruigration a Speciul
Counuission of Iuapecticn of Jnpanese laborers (of which Mr. Nnkuvumu 1.'1 at present the
cluot.j also n ::>peciallnspection uf Portuguese and others, the whule system boing under
tho directiou of an Inspector Gonoral, who 'will receive his orders from the Board of Im,
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81,800 00
2,70() 00
1,D20 00

!J(jO 00
'180 00
DGO 00
GOO 00
·lS0 00
%0 00
GOO 00

GO 00

.
migration, Under this arrangement the Government will be able to place Inspectors and
Interpreters on the principal Islands,

'1'0 these Commissions of Inspection. all complaints on the part of employers of immi
grant laborers are to be made. The laborers themselves will be> instructed (as the Japan
ese have already been) to make any complaint they may to have these Inspectors, rather
than to the representatives of their own Government. the; two fold aim being to obviate
the necessity of the several representatives making officiul complaints and also to secure
the prompt settlement of all disputes that may arise between employers and employed
without need of reference to the Courts of Law.

It is indeed fully understood that the actual employers of immigrants brought here by
the Government being virtually agents of the Government, arrests for breach of service
contfacts are not to be made without the concurrence of the Board of Immigration.
'I'he Government has confidence that in almost all cases the action of the several Com
missions of Inspection will render such arrests unnecessary.

It has further been distinctly considered and determined by the Government, that no
employer or overseer (lUllet) shall be permitted, under any circumstances, (except in
self-defense) to strike or lay hands upon any contract laborer who is recognized as a
Government ward. 'I'his determinatiou is made binding by agreements to this effect,
actually entered into; and it is rendered all the more important when considered in the
ligbt of tbe sensitive nature of the Japanese race, in particular, which renders any
rough-handling of the laborer abortive, if intended to secure obedience. It must there
fore be understood by allemployers that blows or other viulence used against a contract
laborer, excepting absolute self-defense, will be deemed suflicient ground for the witb
drawal of the assignment made to them of any person so dealt with.

It rests mainly with employers to make these new arranpernants successful. It is only
in detail that they arc nel/.', tbe spirit which animates this Government and the Govern
ments of the several countries from which the immigrant luborers come is already em bodied
in the laws and in the settled polity of the Hawaiian Kingdom. Employers have now before
them the nnderataudina on which they hold the services of the immigrant laborers as
signed to them, and if they endeavor to briua about the adjustment of all disputes
which may arise with their laborers in the spirit of that understanding, they wil! also
be acting in a spirlt which will secure the cordial commendation, not only of the several
Governments interested, but of all enlightened nn tions everywhere.

CRAS. '1'. GULICK,
Minister of Interior and President of Board of Immigrasion

---0---

STATlS1I.OS OF THE EXPEJYDll[;RE A1YD REVENUE OF A
OOFFEE PLANTA'l'lON IJV JAVA.

SIZE OF PLANTATIO:0r 500 BAOUWS-SAY lOGO ACRES.

The following statistics have been compiled by Captain Werdmiillcr
von Elgg, a gentleman of high scientific attainments resident at Mulung,
in Java, and were forwarded by him to the Minister of Foreign Affuirs,
who has placed them at our disposal for publication. We are indebted to
1\11'. J. S. Webb, Secretary of the Foreign Office, for the Iollowlng trans
lation:
Oultivation oj 350 Baouios (7.41 J acres) 'in Three Yew's j Dutch florins

rendered into Hauiaiian Cll1'1'CIWY at -10 cents pel' florin .
. First year:

Cutting of fOl'est-HiO baouws (317.] acres) at 812..
Burning the tl'ees-150 bnouws, at SI8 .
240,000 holes fOI' planting, at, SO cents per 100 .
Closing same, at -10 cents pel' 100 .
Planting, at 20 cents PCI' 100 ..
Nurseries, and two pieuls of cofl'ee .
l\Iaking roads ..
Planting Dad.ip (shade trees) .
Mnlntonunce of plantation ..
'ron luborers at 20 cents pCI' day ..
Two night watchmen , ..
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Messenger (in lieu of post) $ 72 00
Three horses 220 00
Various tools...................................... 240 00
Temporary houses.... 600 00
Temporary houses for laborers................... 480 00
Manager at $100 pel' month.. 1,200 00
White luna at $40 per month.... 480 00
Three native lunas at $10, $8, and $6 per month.,; 288 00
Agent in town at $12 per month................... 144 00
Horse feed........... 240 00
Petty expenses.............. 116 00

---'-$ 15,600 00
Second year:

Cutting forest-150 baouws (as before) .
Burning trees (as before) ..
Holes for planting-150 x 1GOO (as before) .
Closing same .
Planting .
Nurseries and two piculs of coffee .
Roads .
Planting shelter trees .
Maintenance of plantation .
Maintenance for first year's plantation .
Ten laborers .
'I'wo watchmen ..
Messenger .
Manager at $120 per month ..
Two white lunas at $60 and $40 per month .
Four native lunas at S10, $8, $(j, and $6 ..
Agent ..
Plant for preparing the coffee .
Horse feed .
Petty expenses .

'I'hird year:
Cutting forest-50 baouws .
Burning trees .
Holes for planting (50 x 1600) .
Closing Stune .
Planting .
Nurseries : .
Ronds .
Planting' shelter trees .
Muintenauce of the plantation .
Mulutenunce of the plantation for first and second

years .
'I'werrty laborers .
Four watchmen .
Mosscngcr .
Mauuger at S 1-10 pOl' month ..
Two white lunas, $80 and SGO .
Four native lunas (ns before) .
Agent .
Muintennnce of buildings , .
Permanenthouse for manager, etc ,.

$1,800 00
2,700 00
1,920 00

9GO 00
480 00
960 00
600 00
480 00
9GO 00

3,000 00 .
GOO 00

60 00
72 00

1,440 00
1,200 00

360 00
144 00

4,000 00
240 00
624 00

$600 00
900 00
G'lO 00
320 00
1GO 00
320 00
400 00
1GO 00
320 00

G,OOO 00
1,200 00

120 00
72 00

1,G8000
1,G80 00

3GO 00
14'1 00
400 00

2,800 00

22,GOO 00
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store-house for coffee .
Three horses ' .
Horse feed · ..
Petty expenses .

Fourth year:
Maintenance of plantation, 350 baouws ..
Maintenance of roads .
Maintenance of houses .
Additions to plant .
'I'wo horses ..
Harvesting, preparing, and carriage of 1500 piculs

of coffee at $5.20 per picul ..
Manager at $160 per month .
Two white lunas at $80 and $60 ..
Four native lunas (as before) ..
Agent .
Twenty laborers ..
Four watchmen ..
Messenger ,., ..
Horse feed ..
Petty expenses ..

Fifth year:
Maintenance of plantation, 350 baouws ..
Maintenance of roads ..
Maintenance of houses ..
Picking, preparing, and carriage of 4500 piculs at

$5.20 per picul. ..
Manager at $160 per month ..
Three white lunas, $100, $60, and $40 pel' month..
Four native lunas, $12, $8, $6, and S6 and $6 ..
Agent ..
Messenger : .
Laborers .
Four watchmen · .
House for luna .
Horse feed .
Petty expenses ..

Sixth year:
Maintenance of 350 baouws ..
Maintenance of roads ..
Maintenance of houses .
Picking, preparing, and carriage of 7000 piculs at

$5.20 per picnl. .
Manager at $180 per month ..
Three white lunas at $100, S80, and $,10 ..
Five native lunas at $12, $8, $u, and $6 ..
Twenty laborers .
Agent in town ..
Messenger ..
Four watchmen .
1101'se feed .
Miscellnneous expenses .

$4,400 00
240 00
240 00
444 00

$7,000 00
200 00
240 00

6,400 00
160 00

7,800 00
1,920 00
1,680 00

360 00
144 00

1,20G 00
120 00

72 00
240 00
464 00

7,000 00
200 00
400 00

23,400 00
1,920 00
2,400.00

384 00
144 00

72 00
800 00
120 00
200 00
240 00
720 00

7,000 00
400 00
400 00

36,400 00
2,160 00
2,6'10 00

'156 00
1,200 00

1'14 00
72 00

120 00
210 00
7H8 00

119

23,600 00

24,000 00 ,

38,000 00

52,000 00

Total expenditure in six years $175,800 00
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RETURNS FOR SAME PERIOD.

Third year 600 piculs (of 133rr lbs.) at 12 cents per
Ib.-$16 per picul $ 9,600 00

Fourth year 1500 piculs at $16 per pieul..... 24,000 00
Fifth year 4500 " " "..... 72,000 00
Sixth year 7000" " " 112,000 00

Total at end of sixth year $217,600 00

RECAPITULATION.

Expenses.
First year $ 15,600 00
Second year 22,600 00
'l'hird ;year.. 23,600 00
Fourth ,"ear 24,000 00
Fifth j'ear............. 38,000 00
Sixth year.. .. 52,000 00

Revenues.

9,600 00
24,000 00
72,000 00

112,000 00

$175,800 00 $217,600 00

NOTE.-If the height of. the plantation above sea level be from 500 to
1000 meters (say 1600 to 3300 feet), a productive duration of the coffee
plants of from twenty to twenty-five years may be relied upon, so that
during an ordinary Government lease of seventy-five years it is necessary
to replant three times.

The rent payable to Government varies from 6 to 20 florins per baouw
($1.20 to $8 per acre nearly), and commences at the end of the fifth year.

Although in western and middle Java the crop per buouw does not
often exceed 8 piculs (say about 500 lbs. per acre). in Eastern Java it runs
from 15 to 20 piculs (930 to 1250 lbs. per acre).

In the statistics given above the expenses are taken from the experience
of plantations situated at the foot of Mounts Kawils, Semerse, and Kloet,
and arc full estimates.

'I'he price for coffee used in the estimate of revenue is less than that
obtained all through this year (1884).

'I'he difference in price of the coffee compared for the Government by
the populace and that prepared by the private plantations with superior
appliances runs from $8 to $8.50 per picul (6 to 6.} cents per lb.). .

[It is to be observed that in the above tables 1\11'. Von Elgg has given
the plantation credit for a return of 600 piculs of coffee in the third year,
but has not included in that your's expenses the cost of picking, prepar
ing, and carting that crop, which, at the rate used in the estimates of the
following year, would amount to ;;;3120. Rent is also left out of tho ac
count.]
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COMMUNICATIONS.
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THE FERTILIZING OF CANE SUGAR FIELDS IN THE
HA W A/IAN ISLANDS.

In fertilizing fields of any description, three points are to be considered:
1. 'I'he depth of the soil.
2. The amount of water in the soil.
3. The absolute quantity of nutritive compounds and the concentration

degree, or the amount of nutritive substances kept in solution by the
moisture at the soil .•The preference of deep soils has been often a point of scientific discus-
sion and the advantages of the same are more or less known. They con
sist, briefly mentioned, that in deep soils in consequence of the distribu
tion of nutritious substances, the rootlets are allowed to penetrate in all
directions; further, that a larger amount of water is preserved which nearly
all may be absorbed by the plants, and consequently that they are more
independent of rain and irrigation, and more able to sustain dry weather,
and am on the other side in wet periods less unfavorably influenced, being
able to absorb large quantities of water; but the water although of high
importance in these Islands is only one factor of many others, with which
we have to deal, and here the absolute quantity and the concentration de
gree of substances liable to be assimilated follow next. 'I'he concentration
degree has no doubt an: influence the importance of which has not received
the attention due to it.

Plants have the capacity to extract from very diluted solutions and
from the poorest soils the nutritive substances, but the nutruition is weak
and economically unsatisfactory. Led from the fact, that the plants arc
capable of extracting from diluted solutions, completely all the mineral sub
stances, the general opinion is that the concentration degree is of less im
portanco than the absolute quantity of available substances: but this is not
the cure (as demonstrated Vincent not long ago), on the contrary the vege
tation of plants of cultivation is increasing with the conceutrution degree,
but only to a certuln extent, surpassing this point, the plants will absorb
more of these substances without producing [1,11 Increase of vegetation; the
absorbtion is of no practical advantage for the plant but merely an absorb
tion of luxury und increasing more the couceuuutlon degree, sicknoss and
degeneration will follow. We have for every plant, therefore, a miulmum
and an optimum, and may montiou a maximum of concentratlou also.
'I'he optimum for the diflerent plants of eul tivution is not the same, every
one of them has its own optimum. '1'0 find out the optimum of the sugar
cane under the influonclug circumstuuces in these Islands is the ques
tion. In some loeutlons nature has given an optimum, and upparently for
relative long periods, but it is unwise to appease the mind with a fallacious
confidence of this kind; the claims which the sugarcane crops on the soil
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makes are too gigantic, and a reaction may take place quite unexpectedly.
The failure of sugarcane cultivation in the provinces of Minas, Bahia in
Brazil, are speaking examples of this kind, and the cultivation of cane in
these Islands is by far too young to haveOtoo much confidence in the long
gevity of some of the best situated locations on the Islands.

But now comes the question how to manure: What shall we use, bone-
.meal? Superphosphate? Guano? etc. In the first place, nothing at all of
that kind, but repay to the fields what you have taken from the fields in a
reasonable and practical way. The molasses and megass ashes represent
to the greater part the mineral substances eontained in the ripe cane, not
only concerning these absolute quantities, but also in a way as.to form the
best eoucentration degree for the soil; therefore, distribute the same over
the fiel~ again in a practical economical way. The sugar fields all over the
Island, in consequence of their volcanic orlgin.are to be classified amongst
the lime-poor soils, and in fact the. exhaustion of a sugar field generally
commences with the disappearance of lime, as in Demerara, and
some islands in the Antilles; the lime in the form of carbonate of lime,
they do not contain at all; and as the sugarcane is a plant which grows es
pecially well on highly lime containing soils, there cannot be so easy an
excess of this substance, which in such a high degree favors the formation
of cane sugar. Besides the carbonates, the caustif lime is another fine
stimulant for the heavy aluminous cane field, decomposing the silicates of
alumina, potass, felesparle formations, and setting the potash in a free state;
therefore, a mixture of slaked lime, sea-sand and molasses, in combination
with the ashes, and 'if necessary mixed with other fertilizer, which the.
chemical analysis may indicate as desirable, as phosphates or nitrogen,
containing substances with potash, etc., are the system to bring and keep
sugarcane fields in a continual state of productivness.

DR. G. MARTIN.

---10---

THE CONT1NUOUS DIFFUSION PROcESS.

WRITTEN FOR THE PLAN'l'JmS' MONTHLY BY R. SIEG.

One day, no doubt, the diffusion process will enter the cane-sugar in
dustry and revolutionize it as thoroughly as it has the beet-sugar industry.
From present appearances, however, this grand achievement will be so
slow in coming that the cane-sugar industry will be half-ruined before it
can receive any material aid from the industrial application of this great
invention. 'I'he effects of the late sugar crisis are beginning to tell already
upon the production of cane-sugar, and the latest news from the Colonies
makes it more and more probable that the planters, on account of financial
embarrassments, will not profit as much from their present cane-crops as
the abundance of these-especially in Cuba, Java, and even Manila-c-had
promised. It is this information which more recently has imparted such
strength and confidence to the Continental markets.
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Now that the reason for the cheapness of the European sugar produc
tion is understood to be mainly due to the completeness of its extraction,
everything relating to the introduction of the diffusion process into the
cane-sugar industries is watched, and every variety of experiments with
it is, 01' should be, carefully and impartially criticised.

Of course it would nqt be right to subject to a more critical review or
discussion an experiment like that made recently on Chartre street in its
earliest beginnings, and before the inventor has had the time or the oppor
tunity to study the problem, with its manifold difficulties, in all its bear
ings. Buf it may be of assistance to him to know that steam under a
pressure of 60 lbs., with a temperature of nearly 2800 Fah., is a most pow
erful agent in the destruction of sugar.

If we now look into the claim which has been advanced in favor of the
"Continuous Diffusion Process of Beet "-that it was" the latest·and the
best "-we have to deny this. For it would have been more nearly true
and correct to call it "the latest," and perhaps "the last" attempt of
applying the process in this way.

'I'he first who designed an apparatus of this class for the purpose of con
tinuous diffusion was Julius Roberts himself, the inventor also of the
diffusion battery, and this at a time-before 1870-when his battery had
not been brought to its present simplicity and perfection. In the con
struction of a continuous diffusion apparatus, this and the reduction of its
cost had been his objects. And, according to the then prevailing ideas,
the apparatus fulfilled all of Mr. Roberts' wishes or expectations. That
neither Mr. Peret's, nor a similar apparatus, tried in Guadaloupo (in 1880)
by another inventor, worked more closely or better, was generally eon
ceded, so that after all neither the one nor the other were superior to the
originnl.. Of this it was already stated, in 1873, by Dr. C. Shaunner
that "A further modification of the diffusion apparatus was that intro
duced by Roberts, and since several years worked with the best results
upon an industrial seale. 'I'he substitution of a single vessel to a whole
battery of cylinders working with interruptions, although in a uniformly
progressive order" "was certainly something very alluring,
and this mode of extraction might have its advantages under certain con
ditions, and pnrtlculnrly where the exhaustion did not need to be carried
to its utmost limit. On the other side, however, the inevitable necessity
of mechanical appliances required by a single vessel must place this at a
disadvantage if compared with the simple diffusion cylinders; and this is
neither compensated by the suppression of a great number of valves, nor
the economy of water." "As a particular advantage of the
continuous diffusion apparatus, it mijmt be considered that its working
capacity would only he limited by tho rapidity with which the sliced
cnue could be supplied to it. With this, however, tho attainable degree
of extraction would also be in direct proportion, and thb could never be
brought to the same point as by a number of separate diffusers, since ill a
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single vessel the liquids of different densities would always be more 01'

less intermixed, and the effective separation of unequal juices remain an
unattainable object."

..All this was very plainly shown a few years ago when Peret's con
tinuous apparatus made its first appearance in France; but at that time
the loss of one-half per cent. of sugar had not the same significance as at
present. Even the batteries lost nearly as much without being con
sidered as working irregularly. 'I'o-day, however, a loss exceeding one
eighth or one-sixth of one pel' cent. sugar is looked upon as an abnormal
and unjustifiable waste.

Inventors sometimes seem to imagine that either the cane-slices in the
diffusion vessels, or juices surrounding the slices, should be stirred 01'

moved by especially provided arrangements. But if they will only think
for a moment, they can easily convince themselves how usel~ss and how
utterly futile all these deviations from a simpler construction are.

If the juice in the diffusers moves only the hundreth part of one inch
up or downward, it must come in contact with two or three different
sugar-cells of the cane. In every foot up or downwards, the relative
position of the juice to the cane or the cane-cells to the juice would there
fore be changed; 250 x 12, or about 3000 times, or nearly 20,000 times in
every single diffuser of the usual height. And if then the juice had to
pass through seven or eight diffusers before leaving the battery every
particle of it would renew its contact with a corresponding number of
sugar-cells, at least 150,000 times, or more than twenty times in every
second. And this movement, it must be presumed, is more than fast
enough for all practical purposes.

---0'---
FACTS ABOUT SUGAR AJ.VD1'1',S J.lIANUFACTURE D.IT LOUISiANA.

BY DR..T. ;\10'1"1' Sl\II'1'H.

EDITOR PLAN'1'ERS' lUONTlIV{: Not long since I fell in with Mr.
Sieg, who is a strong' advocate of the diffusion process in sugar-making.
He was present.at the experiments made by Mr. Furjus on Chartres street
by which cane-chips were subjected to a steam-pressure of GO lbs., and all
the juice forced out in sixty minutes. 'rho opinion of the planters present
on those occasions seemed to be that the expressed juice had suffered
great deterioration from so much heat having been applied. There is at
the Expo::iition n model of tho Continuous Porrf t Diffusion Battery. It is
simple in constructiou, and not costly, und if it could do for canes what it
has done for beets would be worthy of i nvost lgutlon. I enclose an articlo
of Mr. Sieg's on diffusion which probably will interest you and our
planters. I havo made up my mind that we are a long way yet from
success in applying diffusion to sugar-canes. It will not be wise to throw
away our mills, and toar up our plants until we get ditl'usiou into a closer
corner than it is at present, The Agricultural Bureau of Washiugton
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will, next fall, put up three diffusion batteries on one of the plantations
of Mr. Duncan F. Kenner on the river, just above this city. He has
volunteered to supply the battery with canes, as there seemed to be an
unwillingness among the planters here to assume any possible loss on
their crop through experiments.

Diffusion is not popular here at present. The theory is accepted as a
good one, but there is no faith in its economical adoption as a cane pro
cess. Two things only are now uppermost In the miuds of planters, vlz.,
more perfect expression by the mills, and furnaces adapted for burning
green bagasse. Lately, by courtesy of Governor Warmoth, I have made
a tour of plantations in Bayou Teche, and shall make others soon in other
directions. I noticed, with amazement, huge towers of brick 20 x 20 feet
by 30 feet in height, built expressly for burning bagasse, the carrier
from the mill dumping it in these profit-destroying waste furnaces: Such
was Louisiana's wasteful method. Now low prices and uncertainty over
protective duty forces them to mental activity how to- utilize their
bagasse. I have expatiated upon the Jarvis furnace-the Spreckelsville
furnace-but do not get a nibble from these planters as to our being in
advance on this burning question. During my tour I studied their
methods-those which have come into practice, which at present are the
foremost in public favor, but do not feel competent to discuss them. The
main idea, however, for Imming wet bagasse is to have a furnace 4 feet
by 12 in height, arched overhead, a reverbatory furnace in fact, no grate
bars, draft supplied by a sturteyvant blower. '1'11e boilers set at right
angles with the furnace, the flames to go through boiler-flues, return
underneath and up chimney. The combustion chamber under these
boilers is simply immense, the idea being that the gases require room for
perfect combustion. The bagasse from the mill drops into the furnace,
upon its floor, in a heap, and is supplied with air from the blowers;
thence the ignited gases rush into the combustion chambers under the
boilers, and all the carbon is utilized before reaching the chimney. I am
told that no s1110ke by day, or flame by night, is seen from the chimney
top. 'I'he only idea sought to be developed now in these bagasse furnuces
is increase of fire-surface in the boilers. Strange to say, these planters do
not take to multi-tubular boilers-don't believe in that method of in
creasing fire-surface-the latest klnck is to pass the flame through tho
upper tier of bailors, and return it to chimney around another tier of
smaller boilers slung under the npper ones, and having open communica
tion with them, slung free in the flue, so that the flame shall envelope
them. The Louisianians are ahead of us in the bagasse burning, although
they have not reached perfection yet, They succeed in burning wet
bagasse, but they have not succeeded in displacing coal as an auxlllary,
'riley cannot cure bagasse under any circumstances, for their climate is
too humid to dry it either in the sun or in trash-houses; and beside,
their grinding season being short-not oyer ninety days-they must burn
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wet bagasse, or throw it away, or rather undergo expense to get it away
from the sugar-house. Goorge Warmouth, this season, is upon the bagasse
question. Like a true philosopher, he is taking notes upon what has been
secured, and building thereon his ideas of advance. It is curious, but
still instructive to think over, how different localities impose different
conditions. 'With us the bagasse fuel question resolved itself into numer
ous trash-houses so as to extend drying time; here through humid climate,
it resolves itself into how trash from the mill can displace coal. When
the Louisiana planter can vanquish the fuel question so as to dispense
with coal, he will have gone a long way towards freeing himself from the
vagaries and whims of the tariff-reformer, and towards planting himself
on the basis of individual wit, mother-sense, and don't-care-a-damn inde
pendence. Yet this shadow of the future reduction or repeal of sugar
duty paralyses the Louisiana planter the same as reduction and the added
danger of abrogation of the treaty paralyses the enterprise and expansion
of our sugar investments. The Congress of the United States seem more
disposed to favor and cultivate French and German beet-growers than
they do either the sorghum enthusiasts of the 'West, the beet-growers of
Massachusets, or the cane-growers of Louisiana. Cheap sugar for break
fast tables is a catching party cry.

But I have nearly forgotten my second point-better mill expression.
Our three-roller island mills claim 70 per cent. ; their actual result is
nearer 65 per cent. But thorough mill expression ought to approximate
or exceed 80 per cent., which is near the DO per cent.-all that can be
secured through mill expression. Mill expression is a baby which is not
overlooked here. There are three-roller planters, and five-roller planters,
and-skeptical planters, just as we have, between or leaning to the other
parties. I have just met a planter here whom I met in Wushington last
winter, intent on paddling the Louisiana canoe, who tells me he has only
three rollers, that he burned his bagasse green, that he bagged 1,250,000
Ibs. of sugar, made a large profit through supervising his own place-(I
could write some curious facts as to how owners here succumb to their plan
tation managers)-aml who assures me that astute Louisiana can "buck"
the world. I must say, as at present advised, that they can do so, for
with ordinary seasons they can bag in nine months' growth of cane sugar
which costs us eighteen months growth. When I see in this Exposition of
Louisiana, canes of nine months equally long as ours of eighteen months,
though not of so great girth or density of juice J am disposed to
exchange part of my island sugar plantation stock for Louisiana sugar
stock, believing that an equal exchange will not be detrimental. I am
amazed at the display of Floridu canes in the Exposition. 'I'hese canes
exceed anything that we can show, and if a fair exponent of Florida's
capacity will clean out Louisiana as :t home producer, and Hawaii. as a
favored brother. One specimen, credited to our island." a green or white
cane exceeds in length of joints from root to top anything I have ever
seen on our pluntations, But how to get out by the mills the greatest
quantity, that's tho question. 'I'ho ancient five-roller, with two turn
tables, has passed into the limbo of the past; a. three-roller mill, with sup-
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plement of two vertical rollers, is the line of present investigation, and a
squirt of hot water on the bagasse between the two. On this latter
method. there is opposite this city the plantation of Mr. Ames, of Massa
chusetts, Mr. Libby manager, which has experimented with this so-called
" masceration process" for several years past. It .still follows the process,
its mill process having been put up with reference to that method. I
have asked several planters about the method, and why it has not become
popular here. They reply is that the method has merits, but not enough
merit to justify adoption where mill changes are necessary] that ex
pression by supplemental rollers is practically sufficient without the addi
tion of a "little hot water." And moreover, that the Baumo
test is not a satisfactory one, that is, that it does not on secondary
juice indicate sucrose alone, but additional matter expressed from
the bagasse worthless for sale, and detrimental to the original juice, be
side an addition of water which enforces additional fuel for evaporation.
I am not prepared to di8CUSS this spray question theoretically; it has
merits, although I cannot see how 30 seconds of contact of hot water and
bagasse can so take up sucrose as to pay for 30 minutes of extra fuel in
evaporation. The process is a bastard attempt at diffusion by giving in
sufficient time for saturation. 'I'he planters here are not favorable to the
process. They say, if we have five rolls-that is two bagasse-pressures
we shall get the greatest percentage, or an equal percentage, of juice
without dilution with water. Hence their idea is to increase the pressure
on the mills, guarded by Me'Doualds hydrostatic device, ora previous
disintegration of the cane by Fiske's shredder. They say if we can get
80 per cent. out of the canes by mill-pressure, we do not care to adopt
diffusion, maceration, 01' any other take-it-all-device. On Mr. Clark's plan
tation on Bayou 'roche I was forcibly struck by one arrangement of his
nine (jOO-gallon clarlfiers. I noticed one which was divided in half.
\Vhy is this, I asked, and he replied: "After putting in my supplemental
two rollers to my mill, I found the second expression deteriorated my
first juice; I could not make as good colored first sugar as I had before
turned out. Hence I have adopted the plan to clarify and evaporate my
second juice separately from my first juice, aud am satisfied that I make
money by so doing.

I am satisfied, after observations here, that in sugar making every gain
in manipulation is attended with some drawbacks, and that both we and
these Louisiuniuns are a long \V:I,,)' ~'et from absolute perfection. We can
learn from these experiments; they can learn from ours.

---0---

REDUCIJ.VG EXPEJ.V8ES IJ.V /:JUGAB J.11ILLS.

EDI'TOn PLA~'l'EHS l\fO:N'TULY: 'I'he managers of sugar mills and others
interested in the sugar industry, are striving' by riged economy, careful
management, and with the aid of improved machinery to bring clown the
cost of production to a minimum. Still, for all their care, there is not a
mill on these Islands in which waste is not going on incessantly; in some
more, in some loss, but not one excepted. 'I'h is waste is unseen, often
unthought of, ami its nature unknown; it it; enrricd away by the ail', es
capes through tho sany valve, is curried up the smoke stack, lost by leak
age and eondensution, and by poorly conducted engines, or by derange
mont in their parts and SOIUe times by carelessness, haste and over-work.
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This waste is heat, and it is usually admitted that only three-fourths of
the heat is utilized in making stearn.

For instance, a pound of pure carbon contains 14,500 British thermal
units of heat which if multiplied by 772 the mechanical equivalent of heat,
14,500x772=1l,194,000, foot pounds of work, per pound. But as coal is not
nearly all carbon, it is usually rated as yielding only 10,000,000 foot
pounds, and only 7,500,000, foot-pounds are utilized in making steam;
the other 2,500,000, foot-pounds are carried away into the atmosphere.

It must be remembered that this waste is in good steam boilers; With
poor boilers, and when imperfectly set, this waste is often as high as 40
or 50 per cent.

The best economy is attained in a steam boiler, when the heating
surface is greatest compared with the grate surface, and when the
temperature in the furnace is highest relatively to that in the chimney.
In some steam boilers the escaping gases are brought too low
to give good chimney-draught, and a mechanical draught is resorted
to. It is most economical to adopt this method. But
these gases are not often brought so low. From an experiment
tried with a type of steam-boiler called the "Combined," the boiler fired
in the end, the gases passing through the flue and tUbE'S, and return
under the bottom to chimney, I found the temperature of the gases, as
they entered the chimney, to be above 8000 Fuh, With another system
of steam-boilers called the "Compound," with one boiler in front of
another, with the same area of grate, and same height of chimney, fired
in the end of the galloway, and the gases passing through the flue and
through the tubes of the multi-tubular, and return under the bottom to
chimney, the temperature of the gases, as they escaped into the chimney,
was below 5000 Fah., which shows a great saving in favor of the com
pound boiler.

Another important thing which effects the economy of the steam-boiler
is the amount of work it has to do. For instance, it is found by practice
that there must be the followIng amount of heating-surface in the several
types of boilers to evaporate thirty pounds of water per hour, which is called
a horse-power, viz.: Nine square feet for the plain cylinder-boiler, ten
square feet for the flue-boiler, and fourteen square feet for the tubular
boiler. From this it will be seen that if we have a flue-boiler with one
thousand teet of heating-surface, it will evaporate three thousand pounds
of water per hour, or three pounds pel' square foot of heating-surface.

A fif'ty horse-power tubular boiler would have seven hundred feet of
heating-surface, and will evaporate fif teen hundred pounds of water per
hour, 01; 2,1'1, pounds pel' square foot of total hoaung-surfnoe. From the
above it will be seen that the duty pel' foot of heutiug-surrnce per hour in
the flue boiler is a pounds pel' hom', and 2.14 pounds in the tubular bailor,
and 3.3 for the plain cylinder boiler.

"Any deviations from these proportions in less amount of heating-
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surface for the power, or greater power from this amount of it, will result
in a greater consumption of fuel for the power pro rata to the amount of
work done by the heating-surface; and any reductions of these duties
will produce greater economy down to one-third less duty."

Another important thing to be considered is setting of steam-boilers.
It is found by practice that the Cornish, the Lancashire, Galloway, and
Combined boilers must be set so that the gases will pass around them
three times. They may pass through the flue first, return under the
bottom and back again on the sides, or over the top; or it may be fired
under the bottom, and the gases return through the flues and back again
on the sides, but they must not leave the boilers while the temperature is
high. If boilers are not set right the waste will be very great, and no
amount of care of the man in charge of them can prevent it.

'I'o obtain the best economy in a steam-boiler, we must secure complete
combustion of the fuel, and so arrange the heating-surfaces that, without
checking the draught, the available heat shall be most completely taken
up and utilized.

Steam boilers are often made to do more than the duty specified above.
In fuct'tthey are often made to do all they possibly can, when it should be
well known that forcing fires not only results in waste of fuel, but shortens
the life of the boiler, and sometimes causes its total destruction.

The radiation of heat is greatest from those boilers that are located out
of doors. They may have a roof over them, but the wall and iron door are
exposed to the atmospheric changes, and the air in contact is quickly heated
and ascends while colder air is continually taking its place; much more
heat is lost by radiation from iron cleaning-out dOlH'S then is generally
supposed, especially when the boiler is fired in one end and the gases pass
through the flue to back end, striking the cleaning-out doors and return
under the bottom of boiler to chimney. From an experiment tried with
one of these iron doors, the door being lined with brick, I found that it
radiated twenty times as much heat as the brick work walls, or about
three thermal units for each square inch in contact with the air,

The usual thickness of the brick lining of the doors is from 2~, to 4
inches; but it should be from 6 to 8 inches, and if these boilers that are so
injudiciously located were placed inside of a good boiler house, the amount
of heat radiated would be very much less.

Radiation of heat from steam pipes: If you place a thermometer close
to the outside of a five in. steam pipe, (steam pressure 75 pounds) you will
find that the temperature will rise about 20° Fuh, per minute. Now
place it on the outside of a pipe that is well covered with asbestos, and
you can see the advantage of a nonconductor of heat.

'I'here is another way of saving heat which has hardly ever been thought
of here; the heat or stearn which escapes through the safety valve is used
in some places; In the locomotive it is used to heat the feed-water; another
saving results from keeping the. feed-water at a high temperature; for
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instance it is found by practice, that if we can keep the feed-water at 2120

Fah., we will save about one-fifth in fuel. In a sugar mill this can be
done, nearly; some of the mills keep the temperature of the feed-water at
210 0 Fah, all the time.

Another loss often takes place in the steam engine; if we are to judge
by the indicator diagrams taken by Captain E. L. Robins of Honolulu,
and published by the American .Lliachillist, as you see by his own words: ''1
enclose herewith a copy of some diagrams I have myself taken from dif
ferent engines on these islands of Hawaii; from these you can judge of
the economy of engines yet in use in some of the sugar mills here."

This waste is not so much the fault of the engineer as it is the engine;
. we can put an engine in good repair, and suppose it to De doing good
work, still there may be defects arising from the design of the engine, or
some of its parts, which can only be shown by the indicator, and for this
reason there should be an indicator, a pyrometer, and a hydraulic
pump in every mill. 'I'he indicator to show the condition of the
parts of an engine when subjected to the action of the steam, the pyro
meter to show the temperature of the gases as they enter the chimney,
and the hydraulic pump to test the boilers. There is no doubt "that a
knowledge of these things would result in a saving of many thousand dol
lars a year.

It might not pay one mill perhaps to get all of these things; but if all
the mill owners would form a club or society, and buy them, and such
others as would be useful, the expense would be small to each one, and
the ad vantage great to all.

A few words about burning green trash. I suppose all would gladly do
without the trash-house, if they could; it takes about nine men to get the
trash into the house and back again to the fires, to say nothing of the
trouble.

Now there is no reason why every mill on these islands should not burn
green trash; providing they have trash enough, a double effect, or better
a tripple effect, and have a sufficient number of boilers.

If one has boilers enough, then all the change that Is needed is to en
large the area of the grate, and to put in a "smoke burner." If they
have not boilers enough, it will pay to buy one. A good boiler, with the
cost of setting, would amount to about :;;5,000. The wages of nine men,
would be about two hundred dollars per month, or for eight months :)ii,GOO;
the interest on $5,000, would be :;;500 per year; IGOO-500=1,100, which
shows a saving of eleven hundred dollars per year.

'1'0 illustrate what can be done in this way, I will show you what. has
been done in the mill where I work. It is called a fifteen ton mill; but
usually does from IG to 20 tons per day; we have seen for a long time the
saving that would result from burning- green trash, and have tried every
means, and everything we could think of; hut have only partly attained
the desired result. At last I am glad to say that our efforts are crowned
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with success, and we can now burn the trash direct from the rollers, and
burn it in a common 'furmwe with an ordinary chimney and the usual
draught; but in each furnace there is a " smoke burner," and we attribute
our success in burning .green trash more to that than to anything else.
This smoke burner is very effective in keeping a very high temperature
in the furnace as well as saving fuel, and the green trash being about as
effective as the dry trash was, before the smoke burner was put in; we are
much pleased with it, and wish its merits were more generally known.

In conclusion I would say that by a careful consideration of tbis subject
we have been enabled to save $300 pel' month in fuel, and $300 in wages,
total $GOO pel' month. But the economical running of this mill depends
to a large extent on the new system adopted by the manager. This new
method is to allow so much a ton for the running expenses of the mill,
and for any reduction of these expenses, we are allowed five pel' cent.

Under these circumstances you may be sure our minds are busy devis
ing means of improvement and economy; that nothing is wasted that can
possibly be avoided, nor is there any superfluous help around, or a moment
lost. I am glad to say it proved successful and satisfactory to all parties;
more sugar being made with less expense than was ever made before.
Hoping that others will express their views and experience on this subject.

I remain, AN ENGINEER.

A J1IEDICA:J'E'D REST-EGG.

Cut a hole in one end of an egg as big as this capital O. In the other
end put a pin-hole. Now blowout the contents and you have the empty
shell. Next mix plaster of Paris and water together to the consistency of
cream and add a few drops of carbolic add. Pour this into the shell till
it Is filled, and in twenty-foul' hours it will be. dry and you will have a
medicated nest-egg. I have tried this and I find it works admirably.
Five cents' worth of plaster of Paris will make a dozen and that amount
of carbolic acid is sufficient to scent a hundred. 'I'he time spent in making
these medicated eggs is by no means lost. They arc sure death to lice,
and as the hens go on the nest and sit on them every day, they th us take
an invuluntary dose of anti-vermin medicine- 'I'here is no danger of these
eggs being broken and eaten up if the Jowls can get any gravel. I have
known uf chickens endeuvorlng to eat them when there was no lime at
hand, -Fanciers' Gazette.

---0'---
WABTS ON A.1V111IALS.

Inquiries are frequently made for remedies for warts of different kinds
on horses, mules and cattle. l\Iany remedies are prescribed-many bar
barous and cruel to the animal. I will givc j'OU a remedy often tried
and never known to fail. Anoint the wart three times with clean fresh
hog's lard, about two days between times, I have had warts on my
horses-bleeding warts of large size, rattling warts and seed warts-to
the number uf more than 100 on one horse's head. I have never been
able tufind the warts for the third application of the lard. All disappear
after the second application.-Calijornict Patron.
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SUPERIORITY OF OANE SUGAR OVER THAT OBTAINED
FEUN BEETROOT.

THE POLARISCOPE NOT A TRUE TEST OF TilE SWEETNING POWER OF SUGAR.

[From the Diorio de Ciel(fllcgos.r

We assert that we can demonstrate theoretically and practically that
sugar obtained from. the cane is from 25 to 35 per cent., as the case may
be, sweeter than that obtained from beetroot of equal grade, and that,
consequently, it ought to be worth ~5 to 30 pel' cent. 1110re in all markets
than beetroot sugar, because sugar is used as a bromatological nrtiole, ex
pressly for the sweetening of different nrt.ieles of food, both liquid and solid.
This assertion we now proceed to prove.

Chemists apply the name of sugar to certain substances which, under
the influence of water and some fermenting agent, undergo fermentation,
and are transformed directly into alcohol and carbonic acid. Chemically,
pure sugar is represented by the formula 0l"H 1101 l' which is equivalent
to '12.10 of carbon, 6.43 of hydrogen, and 51.47 of oxygen.

On the basis of this analysis, the chemist Chaptul committed the error
of saying, many years ago (which excuses the fault), "that sugars obtained
from various plants are absolutely of the same nature, and cia not differ in
any way when refined or pure, and that their taste, crystallization, color,
and weight are absolutely identical."

Apart from the fact that even the best refined sugars, when brought into
consumption, are not chemically pure, Chaptal says nothing with respect
to the degree of sweetness, which is precisely the point which is of most
importance; but, even as regards crystallization, his view is quite erroneous,
The crystals of beetroot sugar, both refined and unrefined, are longer than
those of cane sugar, and from this very cause absorb more light. Further,
in the beetroot crystals we Observe, at short intervals, dark stains, which
are not seen in the crystals of cane sugar. And the illustrious Pasteur,
whose authority no one can question, says that" the long crystals me im
pure, and short ones, like those of the cane, indicate purity." In fact, the
degree of sweetness in sugars depends on the size of their crystals. Oane
sugar shows shorter and thicker crystals, and is sweeter; that of beetroot
has them longer and thinner, and is less sweet, and in the sugar obtained
from other matters the crystals are always longer and thinner than those
of beetroot, and it is, consequently, much less sweet than that obtained
from the latter. 'I'he assertion of Chaptul cannot therefore be accepted.
Cane sugar is not the same in its crystallization as other sugars, and its
sweetness is notably superior to that of all these. Let us investigate the
cause of the mistake.

At first sugar" were sold in the markets by color, the standard adopted
in comparing them being that called Dutch standard, which was undoubt
edly a very rudimentary means of calculating the value of sugar. On the
discovery of the properties of the polariscope it was at, once applied to
grade sugars, the instrument, since generally known by the name of polar
imeter, being constructed. 'I'his application was, however, quite incorrect,
because in sugars of different sorts the polarization is ill inverse ratio to
the saccharine strength. After studying the problem, chemists have ob-
tained the following results: .

Polarization. Sweetness.
Sucrose (cane sugar)....................... 100 0 100 0

Betose (beetroot sugar) 103 0 700

Dextrose (starch sugar).................. 1,170 400
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From which it results that cane sugar of 100° polarization in the polari
meter has 100 parts of sweetness, while beetroot sugar of 103° has no
more than 70 parts; and starch sugar, with the enormous polarization of
147°, ha~ onl,)' 40 per cent of ~weet!1e~s

However, practical observations are completely in agreement with
science, because wherever in consumption, regular quantities of cane and
beetroot sugar have been used alternately, the remarkable difference which
exists between these sugars has been noted. The superintendents of large
scholastic establishments, of charitable institutions, manufacturers of con
fectionery on a large scale, finally, all those who have had the opportunity
of using these two classes of sugars at different times, know well, that re
fined cane sugar is 25 to 30 pel' cent. sweeter than refined beet sugar.
Refiners are not ignorant of this, and have resorted to a great extent to
the dodge of mixing the two classes, bywhich means they frequently
throw the consumer on a small scale off the scent, but they are quite
aware of what they are doing, gaining an advantage in price, because
they always pay less for the same grades of raw beetroot sugars than for
those of cane.

It being shown scientifically and practically that cane sugar is from 25
to 35 per cent. sweeter than beetroot sugar in all their grades, it presses
on us as an inevitable necessity to replace the polarimeter, which hitherto
has been used incautiously, by another instrument more rational and more
fit to determine exactly the quantity of sweetness which each kind of
crystallized sugar contains, because this article is used exclusively to
sweeten different substances.

We are aware of the rlitliculties which present themselves in the con
struction of an Instrument which shall be handy and accurate, and will
test correctly the degree of sweetness in any succhnrlue solution; but it is
not impossible, but Iur from impossible, having at hand, as we have, bitter
substances, such as the bark of the willow, the oak, the horse chestnut,
angostura, cinchona, etc., which can be made use of easily to produce the
neutral line, which will serve as a basis for the future glycometer, or
measure of sweetness, which is so much wanted in tho world of sugar,

---0---

'1BA1V8PLAN'['.1NG '1BEES.

One general rule concerning trees for transplanting is uni versa I in its
appllcatlon to all trees alike, whether fru it, slnule 01' ornamental, whether
large or small, alii! to shrubs and vines as well as trees. 'l'lll''y should
never be left with their roots long exposed to any kind of utmosphuro,
und not at all if the temperature is low, Hoots at their outer ends are
very soft, cellular and tender. It Is the little mouths at the ends of the
roots that drink in substance from the soil and scud it up into the trees to
make more tree, and when tlwy arc injured tho tree is atl'ecterl in propor
tion. Hot sunshine will suon dry np the tender roots to an irreparable
extent. So long as the entire root is not killed there is hope Ior new
roots to be sent out, but there is no ccrtuinty about it. Any injury to the
flbrous roots is an injury to the tree. If the wlud be strong, even though
the atmosphere is not very warm, it. soon drics out the tine roots and kills
them. ~o, too, if the ail' is cold, with or without wind, the tender roots
arc in clangur. This is an important matter in relation to trees for trans
planting. At the time of reiuoviug trees from tho nursery to br) truus
planted, the roots ought to be protected Immcdlutcly and porfeutly , no
raatter what the temperature, 01' whether wind is blowing. As fast as the
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trees are loose let them be bunched and the roots covered in some way to
protect them against atmospherlcal effects. They can be put in holes or
furrows and earth thrown over them, or they may be covered temporarily
with hay or straw. But that kind of covering (hay 01' straw) is not good
unless covered 'with fresh earth. '1'11e two points' which must be reniem
bered and guarded are temperature and moisture, Roots will bear a high
temperature if they are kept moist and they will bear a low temperature
when covered with earth. In transporting the trees to a place of replant
ing, let these facts be kept in mind. The first thing done upon arrival at
the ground should be to cover the roots by setting them in a hole and
throwing loose earth about them. And when you are ready to set the
trees, do not carry out a large number, throwing clown one at a time at
the places where they are to be set, and let them lie there an hour or two
in the open air. If the planting is done by hand, prepare a number of
holes (or spots in the furrow) and then take one tree at a time and set it,
leaving all the others with covered roots until they am needed, one by
one. If the planting is done with help of plows and several hands, the
trees may be handled a good deal faster, but do not, in any case, let them
lie long with their roots exposed to the atmosphere.-Bo.ston Transcript;

---0---
COST OF GAS AND ELEC1'B1C'lTY IN NEW YOBK.

Stephen McCormick, Secrehtry of the Gas Commission, has reported to
the city of New York regarding the relative cost of gas and electricity for
lighting streets. The city has Gn electric lights, costing annually SIG5,
308,50. 'I'hese displaced 3,01G gas lamps, costing S52,780. '!'he Common
Council has requested that 2,09;J additional electric lights be put in use,
displacing 5,;345 gas lamps. 'I'he cost of these electric lights will 'be 8534,·
7Gl. 50 a year, while the gas lamps over the same area cost 803,5iJ7,50.
Should the additional electric lights be authorlzcd, there will be all Man
hattan Island 2,7-10 electric lights, costing 8700,070, and 1;~,GS5 gas lamps,
costing 82iJ2,!J85.50. As the cost of lighting the 'I'wenty-thlrd and
Twenty-fourth wards is S1l7,UiJO, the entire cost of lighting the city
would be 81 ,OGO, GSG. 50. Mr. i\IcConnic:k says that it would not be wise
to remove the gas lamps in areas covered by electric lights, as there might
be emergencil's that would COlli pel the city to use gas. He has not dis
covered any advantage that the electric light possesses except instant
anvous lighting, 'I'he Gas Commission is now consideriug proposals
froru gas and eleetrlc light companics for Ilghtiug streets and public build
ings for the ensuing year.

---0---
Tl1E FOLLY OF OLEAB1J.VG FORES'1.'S,

A French forestry journal says that thirty years ago the Khanati district
of Bnchartu was one of the most fertile regions of Central Asia. It was
well wooded and splendidly watered. About twenty-five years ago a
mania for clearing away the forests seized upon the people, und now all
the great forests have been cut awuy, and the little that remained W,lS

ravaged by tire during' a civil WaL', 'I'he consequence's were not long in
following, and have eoufirmetl this country into a kiud of urid desert,
'!'he water courses are dried up und the irrigating canals empty. 'I'lie
moving sands of tho desert, being' no longer restrained by barriers of forest
are every day gaining upon the land, and will finish by transforming it
into a desert as desolate as the solitudes that separate it from Khlva,




